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Two-room apartment, 55 sqm, Wiślane Tarasy

Price

3 800 zł
69 zł/m2

KRAKÓW
Grzegórzecka

Size Rooms Bedrooms Bathrooms Floor

55.00 m2 2 1 1 1

Dodatkowe udogodnienia:

 Lift
 Balcony

Mint Property presents a two-room apartment for rent with an
area of 55 sqm located at ul. Grzegórzecka in the Wiślane
Tarasy investment.

The property is located on the first floor of the building, which includes:

Living room with kitchenette
Bedroom
Bathroom
Hall

Additionally, terraces belong to the apartment. Double-sided apartment,
bright. District heating.
The apartment is fully furnished. The kitchen has appliances such as a
dishwasher, washing machine and an oven with a microwave function.

Rent 660 PLN, energy according to consumption. One-month deposit.

Lokalizacja:

Located on the Vistula Boulevards, in the heart of the most fashionable
district of Krakow - Grzegórzki - the Wiślane Tarasy investment enjoys
great popularity among people looking for an apartment in a quiet and
peaceful neighborhood in the city center. The complex is characterized
by a high standard and modern solutions inside the buildings. The
whole area is monitored and full of greenery.

Walking along the Vistula River, you can reach the historic Kazimierz or
Podgórze experiencing its renaissance in a few minutes. You can also
get to the Old Town on foot or by taking 4 stops by public transport.
Being a transfer station for many tram and bus lines, Rondo
Grzegórzeckie is a convenient communication point and allows you to
quickly reach every region of Krakow.

Many shops, service points and medical facilities nearby. There are also
a nursery, kindergartens and a primary school nearby. A few minutes
walk from the Galeria Kazimierz shopping center, where apart from
numerous shops there is a Cinema City cinema, a gym and restaurants.

Cena:

Monthly rental cost: PLN 3 800 + PLN 660 administrative rent +
electricity according to consumption.
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